Introduction
Ocean bottom seismic data have been used for appraisal and development applications for many years worldwide but the size of these surveys, by dint of their focus on field specific imaging, has been limited compared to towed streamer surveys. One of the challenges set by the oil companies has been to reduce the unit costs of OBS data.
A limiting factor in achieving this has been the inherent technical downtime exhibited by all the historically operated ocean bottom systems -the terminations, connectors, power distribution and data telemetry components within a traditional ocean bottom cable (OBC) system are inherently prone to failure due to the intrinsic nature of the cable deployment/recovery cycle where the cables are stressed and de-stressed every time they are laid onto/recovered from the seabed.
Another major constraint has been the availability of large numbers of bottom-referenced detectors that are necessary for acquiring wide azimuth data efficiently.
Nodal Technology
By removing these traditional sources of technical downtime the result is a battery powered self contained or autonomous node, containing the sensors, batteries and memory for recording the data from three orthogonal geophones and a spectrally matched hydrophone. By deploying these nodes using a non-elastic rope large numbers of nodes -in this case close to 5,000 -can be rapidly laid and recovered. Since these nodes are wholly autonomous -there is no communication with the nodes once they have been deployed -it is of paramount importance to ensure that the nodes exhibit the highest reliability. In more than 40,000 node deployments since their commercial introduction in 2009 data retrieval has been in excess of 98.7%, which is unprecedented for any marine seismic system never mind an ocean bottom one.
Given this level of equipment reliability the focus of the survey design can move to the shot side.
Shot Effort
With small receiver spreads the duplication of shot effort is very time consuming and hence costly. With high density shot "carpets" -a shot grid with shot locations every 50m in both the x and y directions -some shot point locations will have as many as 8 shots. With the larger spread sizes that greater reliability affords this replication of shot effort can be significantly reduced.
Shot time: Since we are working with static recording spreads, even with so called "rolling" geometries where a portion of the receiver spread is moved between successive shot salvos, the time taken to acquire the shots dictates the overall rate of acquisition. There are not many variables that can be controlled to reduce this if we want to retain high fold -the speed of the shooting vessel through the water is limited by the record length required and our ability to fill the larger gun volumes in the source array with compressed air. Looking at the very dramatic improvements in source performance that have been achieved onshore using a variety of "simultaneous" vibratory sources, the uplift in OBS survey performance that can be achieved by firing more than one source into an OBS spread drops straight to the bottom line since survey durations can be reduced very significantly for a relatively modest increase in daily operating cost resulting from the addition of another source vessel.
The key to this, of course, is the ability to separate or "deblend" the two (or more) shots recorded by each receiver. We have adopted the approach taken by Delft University, namely to remove from the desired source those incoherent events from the other or un-desired source. Rather than try to synchronize the sources with a defined intra-source time dither as has been done for towed streamer blended source acquisition we have adopted an autonomous source approach proposed and patented by Apache Corporation whereby each source vessel operates entirely independently acquiring source points on a pre-determined random spacing and thus the energy from the "other" shots appears as random events in the common receiver gathers for the "desired" shots, as illustrated in Figure 1a . From the continuous recording data set in each node we extract two (or more for more sources) sets of common receiver gathers, each timed according to their respective shot times. Application of an "incoherent energy" filter and iterative thresholding allows for a high quality signal estimate, which can be mapped to the time and location where that same energy occurs as interference to the other source(s.) The only information required to do this is the time and location of each shot, no source signature or water column information -depth, water velocity -is needed. Tests in situ in the Gulf of Mexico have indicated that the de-blending process is robust over a wide range of source separations. Subsequent processing is exactly as for nonblended conventional acquisition.
Spread Design
In order to reduce duplicate shot effort and provide sufficient receiver offset to allow a blended source separation of 5km -the minimum separation selected for this survey -long receiver lines must be employed. With dual node handlers on the crew, each able to deploy or recover more than 2000 nodes per day, it was decided to lay out 12 x 17.5km receiver lines, corresponding to 4200 live stations on a 50m x 250m grid. An orthogonal geometry was selected to provide full azimuth illumination, with a 250m shot-line interval and a shot-point interval that is random along the line, but results in roughly the same number of shots as a 37.5m shot interval. Examination of previous data in the survey area showed that offsets of 9km were required in the receiver inline direction (N-S) and 6km in the receiver cross-line direction (E-W.)
To further improve survey performance it was decided to acquire the data "single sided" -i.e. to acquire only crossreceiver line shots to the East of the receiver spread, as shown in Figure 2 . The shots that would normally be recorded to the West of the spread are recovered from subsequently recorded patches by invoking shot-receiver reciprocity. The focus of the survey, although the data are being acquired 4C, is improved P-P imaging for which reciprocity holds.
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The impact of this single-sided approach is almost as dramatic as the use of blended sources since the number of shots per patch is reduced from almost 56,000 to just over 33,000 -a reduction of 40%. By combining the two approaches the survey duration is reduced from more than 2.5 years to less than 12 months.
Conclusions
By combining the extreme reliability and the availability of large numbers of ocean bottom nodes with blended sources and optimizing shot effort by using reciprocity a new level in ocean bottom seismic performance has been achieved. Any one of these innovations on its own would not deliver this and it is only through the combination of acquisition and processing solutions that such an achievement has been possible. 
